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Kotzebue Elder Winterization Initiative

VOLUNTEERS:

70 Homes were 
weatherized by teams 

using  two Kotzebue locals 
and two Anchorage 

volunteers 



Kotzebue Solar Fraction of 49.6%

From  Solar Design Manual for Alaska by Rich Seifert



Flat vs. Evacuated Tube

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flat-Plate solar collectors – durable, weatherproof boxes which contain a dark absorber plate located under a transparent cover – are still the most common type of collector used for water heating in many countries despite being inferior to evacuated tube collectors in many ways. ‘Evacuated heat pipe tubes are designed such that convection and heat loss are eliminated, where as Flat-plate solar panels contain an air gap between absorber and cover plate which allows heat loss to occur. Further, thermal heat pipe systems are capable of limiting the maximum working temperature, where as Flat-plate systems have no internal method of limiting heat buildup which can cause system failure. Finally, evacuated heat pipe systems are lightweight, easy to install and require minimal maintenance. Flat-plate systems, on the other hand, are difficult to install and maintain, and must be completely replaced should one part of the system stop working.



Ten Elder Homes
• Community Energy Task Force to provide 

volunteer force for installation.
• Kotzebue Electric to provide engineering 

and overall project management.
• Elder homes selected based upon agreed 

upon criteria.
• Data acquisition done by CETF, KEA, OTZ 

Telephone and Alaska Technical Center   



Home One-Solar Thermal Hot Water, Pressurized with Flat Plates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pressurized Glycol LoopIn this active, closed-loop system, incoming potable water is routed to the solar storage tank, but never into the collectors. A water and antifreeze mixture circulates from the collectors through a coil of pipe in the solar tank, and then is pumped back through the collectors. (In most climates, a 50/50 propylene glycol and water mixture will keep collectors from freezing.) The potable water is warmed by heat transfer through contact with the pipe.These systems require an expansion tank and a few other auxiliary components for filling, venting, and maintaining the system. A definite advantage to antifreeze systems is that the collectors can be mounted anywhere. These systems are pretty much the only choice in very cold climates.The following illustration includes the primary components of any pressurized glycol system. See our Solar Hot Water System Components section for an introduction to the function (s) of each component.



Home Two-Solar Thermal Hot Water, Pressurized with Evacuated 
Tubes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pressurized Glycol LoopIn this active, closed-loop system, incoming potable water is routed to the solar storage tank, but never into the collectors. A water and antifreeze mixture circulates from the collectors through a coil of pipe in the solar tank, and then is pumped back through the collectors. (In most climates, a 50/50 propylene glycol and water mixture will keep collectors from freezing.) The potable water is warmed by heat transfer through contact with the pipe.These systems require an expansion tank and a few other auxiliary components for filling, venting, and maintaining the system. A definite advantage to antifreeze systems is that the collectors can be mounted anywhere. These systems are pretty much the only choice in very cold climates.The following illustration includes the primary components of any pressurized glycol system. See our Solar Hot Water System Components section for an introduction to the function (s) of each component.



Home Three:  Solar Thermal Hot Water-Drainback with Flat 
Plates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closed Loop DrainbackThe closed-loop drainback system requires perhaps the least routine service of any active system. The heat-transfer fluid is distilled water, which seldom has to be changed. When the system is at rest (not pumping), the solar collector is empty and the distilled water is stored in a 10-gallon (38 l) reservoir tank, usually located just above the solar storage tank. Higher capacity reservoir tanks are typically required in large systems.When the pump turns on, the distilled water is circulated from the reservoir back through the collector and heat exchanger, passing heat to the potable water in the solar tank. When the pump shuts off again, the distilled water drains back into the reservoir. The collector must therefore always be higher than the storage tank, and there must be sufficient continuous slope in the piping to ensure against freezing.Drainback systems are effective and reliable. They work great, even on the hottest and coldest days of the year, and can operate twenty years without needing service. The only downside is that larger pumps usually have to be used, especially if you´re pumping water two stories or more, since the drainback pump has to lift the distilled water to the height of the solar collectors.One way around the height problem is to place the reservoir in the attic, reducing the height the pump has to lift. However, if it´s located in a place where the pipes going to and from the reservoir could freeze, glycol must be added. This is also done when long, horizontal pipe runs do not allow drainback to occur quickly.The following illustration includes the primary components of any closed-loop drainback system. See our Solar Hot Water System Components section for an introduction to the function(s) of each component.



Home Four/Five:  Solar Hot Water and Space Heating with Flat Plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have installed many of these tanks and their natural stratification eliminates the need for expensive and troublesome controls. In practice not all components may be used, but this shows what is possible. Similar to the above Off Grid tank, the third coil allows a high efficiency electric, gas, propane, or oil boiler to be added for backup, making this a mainstream system for high end homes - as well as a versatile one for "off grid" systems. It also allows for system expansion to incorporate future technologies. An electric element connection is offered for DHW backup.



Home Six:  Solar Hot Water and Space Heating with Evacuated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have installed many of these tanks and their natural stratification eliminates the need for expensive and troublesome controls. In practice not all components may be used, but this shows what is possible. Similar to the above Off Grid tank, the third coil allows a high efficiency electric, gas, propane, or oil boiler to be added for backup, making this a mainstream system for high end homes - as well as a versatile one for "off grid" systems. It also allows for system expansion to incorporate future technologies. An electric element connection is offered for DHW backup.



What are Air Source Heat Pumps?

www.energysavers.gov/your_home/space_heating_cooling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In cooling mode, an air-source heat pump evaporates a refrigerant in the indoor coil; as the liquid evaporates it pulls heat from the air in the house. After the gas is compressed, it passes into the outdoor coil and condenses, releasing heat to the outside air. The pressure changes caused by the compressor and the expansion valve allow the gas to condense at a high temperature outside and evaporate at a lower temperature indoors.





www.daikin.com



Home Seven and Eight

• Air Source Heat Pump-Hallowell



Home Nine and Ten
• Air Source Heat Pump-

Daikin



Conclusion 

• Final design will be determined after initial 
planning meetings 

• The Alaska Technical Center may be used as a 
initial test site if the air source heat pumps 
benefit is questionable 

• The goal is to test equipment for future wide-
spread  deployment

• Manufacturers claims will be verified as to 
actual cost effectiveness
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